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Scholars speak on Black Studies
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Dr. Kwame Dixon addresses the audience
Student leaders discuss Security
Dawn Packer
Dan Shortridce
A mi4 AnrArne aKrkiit th rlanor
to students whose parties were
driven off campus, student leaders
called for an end to Security's hard
line against campus partying and
drinking at both Tuesday's session
of Campus Council and
Wednesday's SGA meeting.
The concerns of the Student Sen-
ate prompted SGA Vice-Preside- nt
for Student Affairs Ryan Dansak
'00, chair of the Senate's Security
Committee, to invite Campus Secu-
rity Director Joe Kirk, Jr., to address
the issues discussed at both the SGA
V Friday's Happy Hour will
feature celebrity bartender Sa-
rah Fenske. Happy Hour runs
from 5-- 8 p.m. in .the Under-
ground. -
photo by Amelia Kays
meeting and Tuesday's session of
Campus Council.
During Campus Council's session
on Tuesday, SGA President Karl
Bekeny '99 reported the concerns of
the Senate. "Eighty percent of SGA
meeting time has been involved with
Security," he said." "It seems to me
like there's a real problem."
The problems were outlined to
Council by Bekeny and Dansak.
The two charged that Security has
used "police tactics," in Bekeny's
words, coming down hard on par-
ties and student drinking.
This crackdown, they stated, com-
bined with the costs of hosting an
all-camp- us party, have driven many
students off campus to drink, creat--
V Tonight Robert
Ketchum will give the sec-
ond lecture in the forum
series. He will speak about "The
Future of American Resource
Conservation" at 7:30 p.m. in
McGaw.
Angela LaLumia
Staff Writer
A Black Studies Symposium was
; held in honor of the 25 anniversary
of The College of Wobster's Black
Studies program on Saturday in
Lean Lecture Hall. The symposium
was an all day affair, following the
special Friday night reprise perfor-
mances of "for colored girls who
considered suicidewhen the rain-
bow is enuf by Ntozake Shange.
The play was first performed at the
College two years ago, and the origi-
nal Wooster cast members, some of
whom had graduated, were brought
back together for the anniversary
celebration.
Another familiar face present for
the weekend was that of Dr. Obioma
Nnaemeka, a former College of
Wooster professor. She now teaches
at Indiana University and returned
to Wooster to make a presentation
at the symposium. Other speakers
included Dr. John Bracey of the
University of Massachusetts, Dr.
Gerald Home of the University of
North Carolina, and Dr. Kwame
Dixon of Wooster, all of whom
made presentations on a variety of
topics relating to Black Studies.
In the summary at the end of the
day, Bracey said the discussions
"showed the potential of the dis-
cipline.'
ing problems in the community and
issues of liability and safe transpor-
tation.
Dansak described a "not-so-isolat- ed
incident of unprofessionalism"
on the part of Security when an of-
ficer poured a can of beer out onto a
Student's floor, and Bekeny alleged
"incidents of verbal abuse."
Bekeny said that the cost of host-
ing a party could be as high as $500,
and Dansak said that the contract-
ing process is complicated and long,
a sentiment agreed to by Council
member Colleen Dunn '99. "It's
really annoying to go through that
. Please see KIRK QUES-
TIONED BY SENATE, page 3
V Gerald L. Early will speak
on "The Advantages and Disad-
vantages of African-America- n
Studies Today" in McGaw Wed.
at 8 p.m. as part of the forum se-
ries.. . .
program anniversary
Dixon, an assistant professor of
Black Studies and political science,
has researched race and politics in,
several South American countries.
He spent the summer doing research
in Latin America.
Colombian culture "essentially
devalues non-whi- te people," said
Dixon. He described constitutional
reforms to give more power to Black
people in Colombia, but said the re-
sults have been "less than encour-
aging."
Dixon characterized Colombia as
"the next Pandora's box of eco-
nomic development." The natural
resources and tropical species are
attracting the interest of mining and
pharmaceutical companies. The
Black Colombians living in this
valuable area have been' denied le-
gal ownership of the land.
A question and discussion period
followed the presentations. "There's
a lot you can do to promote equa-
lity" Bracey said. He stressed the
importance of political involvement
"Be very sensitive to the debate
around NAFTA. GATT and free
trade," Dixon said. Nnaemeka em-
phasized the role of United States
policy in human rights worldwide.
"Those issues are home grown," she
said.
"If we want this field to be viable
as an academic discipline we have
to bring people to it," Bracey said
Coffee co-o- ps and more
Heather Milum
Staff Writer
Mateo Antonio Rendon, a native
of El Salvador and organizer for re-
form in Latin America, spoke about
free trade in Latin America Thurs-
day in Lowry Pit. Rendon's visit
was organized by the student group
Pueblo de Esperanza, working with
the Cleveland-base- d Inter-religio- us
Task Force on Central America.
While Rendon spoke in Spanish.
English translation was provided by
IngridParedes'Ol.
The 40 year-ol- d Rendon began
discussing fair trade in his home
V As a kickoff to Do-
mestic Violence Aware
ness Month, every
Woman's House will hold a
panel discussion in Scheide at 7
p.m. on Tues.
V Safe House will be sponsor-
ing an Open House this Sat. from
2-- 6 p.m. in Scot Cottage. '
in his summary of the Symposium.
Joan Hammer '00 went to the
morning session. "I really enjoyed
listening to Dr. Bracey. He had a
sense of humor that kept the
audience's attention. He gave a
great history of how Black Stud-
ies programs originated nation-
wide, and how Black students re-
sponded to it," she said.
Margie Clayman '00. who at-
tended the afternoon session.
said,"I felt very fortunate that our
college has a Black Studies depart-
ment, and going to the symposium
opened my eyes to situations that
I wasn't aware of before."
"Kwame Dixon's speech about
the way Black people are treated in
Latin America in particular held in-
formation that I hadn't had access
to before. His speech inspired me
to keep my eyes and ears open from
now on, and pay more attention to
that area of the world," she said.
"I want to thank the ancestors,"
said Dr. Yvonne Williams of
Wooster in her closing remarks, cit-
ing forebearers as well as those stu-
dents and professors who brought
about the department. "We value the
interest and cooperation of our col-
leagues from other disciplines,"
she said.
compiled with information
from News Services
land. He explained that, until re-
cently, "the exportation of coffee in
El Salvador belonged to 12or 14
families within the country." Only
recently, Rendon said, has the gov-
ernment given agricultural workers
the opportunity to trade on their own
outside of the country.
Equal Exchange, another co-spons- or
of Rendon's speech, is a
coffee company based in Boston
created with the goal of helping the
indigent farmers by purchasing their
coffee and marketing it within
Please see RENDON ON
FREE TRADE, page 2
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Blood drive nets 145 pints
Campus
This Sunday, residents on the third floor of Stevenson woke to a
very unpleasant surprise. Human excrement had been smeared on the
floor, stairs, and walls of the hall. The perpetrators had also urinated in
front of one resident's door. "It was very shocking that anyone could
do anything that terrible," said third-flo- or RA Ardith Barrow '00, "es-
pecially in Stevenson, since it's the cfiem-fre- e dorm ... something this
immature and disgusting should not be happening anywhere, much less
on a college campus." Second-floo- r RA Bruce Clayton '99 said ,"A lot
of people in SteVenson are frustrated and annoyed. These are not the
kind of conditions that anyone should have to live in." There has been
no indication that Security has any leads in the incident.
This weekend, three Wooster students were taken to the hospital in
alcohol-relate- d incidents. Members of the Residence Life staff "were
up most of the night, many at the emergency room of the hospital," said
Associate Dean of Students Carolyn Buxton, informing Campus Council
of the incidents.
Police
On Sept. 18, a bicycle was stolen from 230 S. Buckeye Street- - The
bike, a bluesilver boy's 20" Dyno model, was left unlocked. There are
no suspects.
On Sept. 19, Verdell Bullard Jr., of 507 W. Liberty Street, was ar-
rested in the parking lot of Digger's Bar. Officers observed Bullard
trying to fight with another man, and were forced to arrest him. He was
charged with" disorderly conduct and resisting arrest
.
:."
.
' National
Democrats and Republicans in Congress are at loggerheads over
the next step in the process of impeachment inquiry. House Minority
Leader Richard Gephardt (D-M- O) requested a firm timetable to com-
plete the House review of the report of Independent Counsel Kenneth
Starr. "It is our view and we believe it's the view of the American
people that this investigation be done as quickly as humanly possible,",
said Gephardt. "We can resolve on a bipartisan effort to do the work
that needs to be done in the next 30 days or we might face two years of
ongong hearings." But House Speaker Newt Gingrich (R-G- A) said
that it's too early to cut a deal with the
how people can rush to a solution before they finish the investigation,
said Gingrich. There's an awful lot of evidence that hasn't been gath- -
ered yet.. People need to allow the process to go forward in an orderly
manner and not assume that they know
either way."
The average price of gasoline is
time a year ago, which marks the lowest gasoline prices in six years,
announced the American Automobile
monthly surveys, the average price of
regular gasoline was $1,057, down
cents since last year.
. International
Both the nuclear capabilities of India and Pakistan have been underes-
timated, according to the London-base- d "Jane's Intelligence Review." Judg-
ing by information obtained on nuclear reactor performance, India has the
ability to produce 455 atomic bombs, and Pakistan 105 nuclear weapons.
Since May, when both nations declared their nuclear capability in arms
tests, tensions between the rival powers have increased, with some observ-
ers warning of the possibility of nuclear war.
The U.S. Secret Service stopped an attempt by two men to gain entry
to the U.N. General Assembly in New York this week, according to a com-
plaint filed by federal prosecutors. One of the men is believed to hold
membership in the Mujaheddin e-Kh-alq (MEK), which opposes the Ira-
nian government and is considered by the ILS. State Department to be a
terrorist organisation.
compiled by Dan Shortridge
': "
President. "I don't understand
what the final outcome will be
down nearly 25 cents from this
Association. Based on the AAA's
a gallon of self-ser- ve unleaded
1.8 cents since August and 23.1
, ;
with information from CNN Online
Campus Brief by Brian J. McFUlen
Sarah Fenske
Co-Editor-In-C- hief
"I have been waiting and waiting
and waiting and I am tired of wai-
ting," said Maha McCain '99,
stretching as she sat in the Pit at 6:30
p.m.Wednesday.
The American Red Cross blood
drive, the first sponsored by the Xi
Chi Psi section this year, looked so
successful in the early evening hours
that would-b- e givers like McCain
found lines up to 90 minutes long;
the Xi Chis attributed the long waits
to a record number of sign-up- s.
Unfortunately, a huge number of
sign-up- s does not necessarily
transalate into huge quantities of
usable blood. According to Barbara
Starr, communication specialist for
the Red Cross, and Xi Chi President
Patrick Watts '99, 145 people do-
nated on Wednesday, but only 104
of those donations were what the
Red Cross calls productive. "Some
we can't use for sickness or they
indicate it's not to be used," Stan-said- .
"For whatever reason, it's not
usable."
ThcXi Chis stated goal was 1 10
pint units, so their 145 donorsput
them over the top. However, this
was still short of the 190 students
who signed up to donate. "You can't
win 'em all," Watts said. "We got
190 people to sign up, but we can
only get them to sign up. We can't
go out and get them to come and do-
nate."
"We had more sign-u-ps than usual
this year," said section member Jack
Pitney '99. Handing out cookies
and juice boxes in the canteen sec-
tion near the Pit, Pitney explained
that the biggest rush comes just
Rendon on free trade
continued from page 1
United States borders. Fair Trade
coffee has been available in north-
eastern Ohio since 1989, leading
to the region's current position as
the fifth-large- st sales area in the
country.
While earning his graduate degree
in agricultural engineering, Rendon
helped organize the Salvadoran Fed-
eration of Agrarian Reform, com-
monly known as FESACORA, and
is now the group's general manager.
Working with groups like Equal
Exchange, Rendon and
FESACORA hope to improve and
strengthen the agrarian reform
movement by providing technical
and organizational leadership.
Rendon said that through the
programs promoted . by
FESACORA and Equal Exchange,
the options open to poor farmers
have increased. "Money spent on
r- - Z
I i n it:
4 ,rr i
Robin Ray '99 donates blood.
around dinner.' "People forget and
they show up right around this time.
The wait hasn't been this long for
most of the day."
Pitney attributed the large sign-
up numbers to innovative recruit-
ment techniques. "I tried something
new. Instead of a negative approach,
I tried a positive approach. Instead
of asking, what excuse do you have
for not giving, I asked people if they
knew what it felt like to save a life.
I think that's better for the donors."
Xi Chi Charity Coordinator Erik
McLaughlin '01, was immensely
pleased with the turnout. '"Blood is
always a big concern? 'The'Recl
Cross is always in need of blood,"
he said. "We're in the middle of a
kind of a drought in the Wooster area
and in areas around the country."
Starr agreed. "The most amaz-
ing this about this drive was that ...
58 were there for the first time.
That's almost half of the total, and
coffee now goes directly to the
farmers instead of to the hands of
El Salvador's wealthy ruling fami--lies- ,"
said Rendon. The incoming "
. money from Equal Exchange's
sales has also gone toward meet-
ing other needs of the farmers. A
day-car- e center, a project never
before envisioned in El Salvador,
was recently completed.
"This is only one of the projects
that has been introduced thanks to
the direct selling of the coffee,"
Rendon said.
Rendon concluded his presenta-
tion with a question and answer
session and urged the audience to
"buy more coffee," since the co-
operative businesses currently
have no marketing support from
the government of El Salvador.
Fair Trade coffee can be purchased
at several locations in Cleveland,
and locally at Westwood Market in
Wooster.
photo by Ben Spieldenner
that-srgreat,':sh- e said.' Hopefully
they'll keep donating their whole
lives."
Erica Bruton '01 sat in the Pit at
6:45, wearing her "First Time Do-
nor" sticker. She looked a little ner-
vous. After all, she'd been waiting
for an hour and a half. Still, said
Bruton, "It's a worthwhile cause.
I've got blood. Someone else could
use it."
Heather Schieda '01 said she'd
been waiting an hour. "They're un-
derstaffed," she explained. Would
she wait to. give her blood? "I al- -
will most likely sponsor three more
drives this year. For those who may
have been too busy donate Wednes-
day, the Red Cross will sponsor an-
other drive at Parkview Church of
Christ this Monday from 1 to 7 p.m.
'; Campus Council In Brief
Club Sports Council member
; Ryan Dansak '00 reported that the
Cricket Club had been funded for ;
$600, two-thir- ds of the club's ;
$900 original request. X
S-'- V "
with no applications having
Tbeen received for the open seat on
the Committee on Social Organi-
zations, Council members chose
1 their Chair, DJ. Francis '00, to fill
1 the seat
SGA
Funding Applications
available now at
Lowry Front Desk
Due Monday, Sept 28
by 8 pan.
Questions?
Call Nathan Schiffrik (x3I33)
orKarlBekeny(x3134)
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Students and citizens work to maintain Spangler Park
Dan Shortridge
Ntws Editor
More than 10 College of Wooster
students spent Saturday morning
volunteering at Wooster Memorial
Park in an effort to improve the gen-
eral maintenance of the park.
The volunteer activities were
planned during the controversy this
spring and early into the summer
when the Wooster City Council con-
sidered a proposal to permit drill-
ing for oil and gas in a section of
Wooster Memorial Park, more com-
monly known as Spangler Park.
Supporters of the proposal had
stated that one of the main reasons
for drilling was to raise funds for
park maintenance. Many of its op-
ponents hoped to prove that volun-
teers could perform the necessary
maintenance.
The students worked with Stan
Watson, the head of Friends of
Wooster Memorial Park, an organi-
zation of 50 citizens involved in pro-
moting and preserving the park and
r
V ST I
Stan Watson leads the (volunteer) .'r.arv, .
its facilities. Watson, who has
headed the group for th . past ye?r
and a half, said, "Our goal is to keep
it a natural park."
"We have written a re; re-
garding conditions of the trails and
wuVi'i.'
'a-i- f
.Vv'"
photo by Dan Shortridge
places that need to be repaired and
iriuww aafer," he said. The group
also works closely with the City
of Wooster Parks and Recreation
department, said Watson. "We
meet with Mr. Gilbert director of
"On one hand we want a college
that's safe," he said, "but don't want
officials acting like a police force."
But Buxton also warned Council
members that there may be more
than meets the eye. "What garners
the attention is the two percent or
less of students and College employ-
ees on both sides who violate our
expectations and intentions," she
said.
SGA senators raised other issues
when Kirk attended their meeting
last night. Senator Toni Cassarino
'01 questioned whether some cam-
pus residences have a "stigma," not-
ing that "security officers seem to
pass through certain dorms more
often than others."
Kirk explained that officers are
required to perform three walk-
throughs of every dorm each night.
Bissman and Armington, the dorms
specifically mentioned by
Cassarino, were likely to have more
walk-throug- hs because of the high
incidence of door proppings. Any
time an officer finds a door propped,
he or she is required to survey and
walk through the building for pos-
sible intruders. Kirk said. .
When Treasurer Nate Schiffrik
'99 raised the issue of the poured
beer. Kirk said, "There's no excuse
for that . . . There's no excuse for not
being able to give respect." He stated
that "all of us are human," and al-
though officers have been sus-
pended for similar "attitudes" in the
past, "it's hard when you have 24 or
25-year--
old men who have their
egos involved."
Kirk stressed the importance of
reporting incidents quickly and with
parks and recreation frequentlv to
get his opinion, and to help the
park."
Working to improve the
Spangler Trail is "our primary
project this season." Watson said.
The group is also involved in con-
structing bridges across the trail
and conducting a biological inven-
tory of the park.
Also involved in the planning
were Recycling Coordinator
Martha Alarie, who traveled to
Spangler with the students and
worked alongside them, and Jim
Hardy '0 1 , a member of the Envi-
ronmental Concerns of Students
(ECOS) organization.
After spraying themselves with
liberal applications of mosquito
repellent, the students headed
down the trail, heeding Watson's
warnings about poison ivy.
The volunteers mainly worked
near the main entrance of the park.
They cleared away large chunks of
rocks, bricks and cement near the
side of the trail, piling them up for
details, encouraging students to
"meet with me, write me, call me.
e-m- ail me." If an officer is asked for
identification, he or she is required
to give either a name or unit num-
ber. This information and the time
and location of the incident are use-
ful in determining the facts of the
incident later by helping to avoid the
"he said, she said" syndrome, ac-
cording to Kirk.
Bekeny raised the issue of the
"change in the social life of the cam-
pus," which he observed in the shift
to off --campus events. "I don't think
this is a good thing; I think it's dan-
gerous," Bekeny said, citing inter-
action with the public and transpor-
tation back to campus as examples.
Dansak also noted that on Mon-
day, paramedics were called in for
three separate, incidents involving
alcohol.
Kirk stated that "if an on-cam-p- us
gathering weren't bothering
someone, we wouldn't know about
it." Security seeks out residential
gatherings only w hen a complaint
is received, he explained.
"If we don't, the city will." Kirk
said. "My issue is. people need to
be responsible."
After (the question and answer
session ended. Dansak suggested
a similar meeting with Director of
Residential Life Dwayne Davis.
In other business. Courtney
White '01, who ran for a Senate
seat as a write-i- n candidate and
received 24 of the required 25
write-i- n votes, submitted a letter
of intent last week, indicating his
interest in filling one of the six at-lar- ge
seats. This week, the Senate
later collection The aUo c Ic.iicd
up old lire pits and ashes
"'I thought we accomplished a
lot." said Scott Greenawav '00.
one of the oluntecrs. "I think it
was very good to gie back to the
park, because I've gone out there
for field trips and for picnicking."
he said. "Even these two little kids
from the neighborhood came and
helped us out."
Saturday's efforts will hopefully
be the first of many, as the orga-
nizers hope to form "a lasting re-
lationship as a student volunteer
project with the Friends of
Wooster Memorial Park." said
Hardy. He also said that the pros-
pect of regular, monthly volunteer
maintenance projects has been dis-
cussed.
"Our main concern is to show
student interest in maintaining the
park and caring for the park."
Hardy said. "When students real-
ized (in the spring) that the park
was being threatened they became
more interested in preserving it."
Kirk questioned by Senate on security concerns
continued from page 1
process when you could just move
off campus and have a kegger," said
Dansak.
One possible solution to the prob-
lems, said Bekeny, wouldbeo have
the .CVHgq.pfljf r'ojfSfie
party assistants who are currently
required to monitor campus parties.
Another would be to increase the
number of monitored events, such
as parties in the Underground arid
Party On The Green. Such events
would be "controlled environments.
which are an outlet for student ac-
tivities, yet safe and secure," said
Bekeny.
Assistant Dean of Students
Carolyn Buxton described the un-
derlying issues as "a national
jshenonemon." Students moving off
,caRipuso party, Buxton said, "is not
limited to this campus." She de-
scribed the issue as "the right to
party, the right to get drunk, the right
to just lose it."
Council member Garret Thomp-
son, professor of philosophy, de-
scribed the conflict in greater detail.
nr.
voted to give him the seat.
After being installed as a mem-
ber. White submitted a petition
signed by 100 students who wish
to have the SGA meeting time
changed so that it would not con-
flict with evening classes, thereby
allowing them to attend. Bekeny
had suggested a time or venue
change at the Sept. 16 meeting.
White's motion was tabled until
next week.
After the Senate voted on ad hoc
committees suggested last week
(please see sidebar for decisions).
Cassarino introduced the topic of
phone rates. She observed that the
AT&T rates were raised without
notification. Also, the peak time
hours have been changed from
standard business hours to 7 a m
to 7 p.m. Cassarino suggested that
in addition to SGA investigation,
individual students should inquire
about their own accounts
SGA Ad-Ho- c
Committees
Parking - Ray an no
Hawkins "01 . chair
Housing - Toni Cassarino
'01. chair
Library - Jen Buckley
'99. chair
Web Page - Courtney
White '0 and Christian
1 Hunter '01, co-chai- rs
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S.A.B. comes through for us
We've whined long and hard about the seemingly end
less, seemingly futile quest for a band with national recog
nition, and we have called out to the Underground to step
up its game. We've criticized, and we've kvetched.
This weekend, though, we traipsed off to the Party on the
Green, and we heard a band that was actually good. Good
for dancing, good for talking, good for the Rolling Rock,
We headed to the Underground and discovered a party that
was not only free, it was happening.
We expected to scoff as usual, but we've found our col-
lective breath has been taken away. This year has been a
wonder of good discoveries. We found organizations that
have planned effectively and with the students in mind. We
found that Rusted Root isn't even here yet, and we already
fove S.A.B. We found that the Underground staff has
stepped up, and stepped up so well that there isn't an empty
spot on the floor.
We've complained before; but we're not complaining
now. We now praise. Unabashedly. Sincerely. Unequivo-
cally. We might add obsequiously, but that indubitably
would be just the adjective to break the camel's back. Good
job, guys. Don't think the student body hasn't noticed.
Parking crunch irks students
The Security Office sells parking permits at $20 a pop and
assures students that there are only permits for the available
spaces on campus. Okay. So where are all these parking spaces?
It is nice to be able to park near your own residence, but when
that is the goal, students can frequently spend an hour at a time
combing the lots for a space. If you live in Kenarden and leave
in your car, you can guarantee that someone will be parked in
your space when you return. On a Friday night, it is quite com-
mon for students to leave friends sitting in chairs in parking
spaces, or place big orange parking cones or trash cans in spaces
in Armington or Bissman lot
Assuming that Security had the good sense to sell the same
number of parking permits as there are spaces, they need to
carefully scour parking lots and check parking permits, ticket
with abandon, and fine students parked in student tots without
a permit. The routine $25 fine for first time offenders and the
standard $40 fine for illegally parked cars without permits should
be increased. First-yea- rs (who can't even have a car on campus
at most other schools) and students who buy permits know they
are privileged. Security needs to appreciate the students who
are acting responsibly and discourage the inconsiderate abuse
of parking privileges by finding and fining offenders.
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Letter: Hickey helps out
Information you need to know to getyour research done
Dear Editor:
I was distressed by Nicole
Dodds's letter, "Library needs to
organize systems," in the Septem-
ber 1 0 Voice partly because of the
problems she's had and partly be-
cause she's never raised any of these
issues with me. Let me address them
one at a time.
Issue 1 : The catalog says "Check
Shelves" but the books aren't there.
Believe it or not, this is a rare oc-
currence. I work at the Reference
Desk several hours each week, and
I've had lots of students come to me
who couldn't find books on the
shelves. Almost all the time, it's
because they were looking in the
wrong place. Occasionally the book
was missing, but that's unusual. So
if the catalog says "Check Shelves"
and you don't find the book, try this:
first, look it up again and be sure
that you're looking in the right Lo-
cation the Location information is
in the CONSORT catalog, right next
to the call number. A call number
beginning with D will be on
Andrews 3 if its location is "WOO
Main," on Andrews 2 if its location
is WOO Periodicals," on Gault 1 if
its location is "WOO Reference," or
on Andrews L2 if its location is
WOO Docs." Any Q call number is
now in a WOO Science" location,
meaning it's in the new Timken Sci-
ence Library. Second, if you still '
don't find it, go to the Reference
Desk on Gault 1 (the round desk)
and ask for help.
Issue 2: Students at the Circula-
tion Desk don't know where to find
Call numbers. Most of them do. A
few first-ye- ar student workers may
be confused. But you should be able
to find call numbers by yourself: by
and in both elevators, on columns
in the Andrews lobby, at both Cir-
culation Desks, at the AV Desk, and
at the Reference Desk, you'll find
directories telling you where every-
thing is. If that doesn't answer your
question, go to the Reference Desk
in Gault (see 1 above). We have
Student Reference Assistants or Li-
brarians scheduled every hour the
main library is open, except from
midnight to 1 a.m. The Student Ref-
erence Assistants aren't as knowl-
edgeable as the Librarians, who
have graduate degrees in library sci-
ence and have worked here for
years. But they can answer a lot of
basic questions, and can refer you
to a Librarian when they can't.
Issue 3: Fines are assessed for
books that have been returned and
attempts to get fines removed don't
work. Kathy Connor, Circulation
Supervisor, is the person to see if
you get a fine notice (her name is
on the notice). Student workers are
supposed to refer inquiries about,
fines toher. She can and wilUiociil--you- r
fine if you've returnee! the .
SGA Report
"A week ago, the SGA submit-
ted its first recommendation of
the year to the President. It sug
gested that all 'Sunday hour rules ,
restricting use of College facili-
ties on Sunday mornines and eve- -. i:
nines be dropped. -
books already or if you've paid the
fine. Getting fine notices by mistake
happens sometimes, and we apolo-
gize when it does. If you've talked
to Kathy and you're still having
problems, come to me.
Issue 4: the Library should pro-
vide classes or tours. The Librarians
give library instruction classes re-
lated to specific research assign-
ments in many regular courses each
year. On average, we teach every
Wooster student in class at least
once in his or her four years at
Wooster. We provide assistance at
the Reference Desk all of the hours
we're open except after midnight.
Several of us teach classes on compu-
ter-based library research through
Academic Computing several times
a semestervBTfew,students come,
but we do teach them). "We'll set up
a Reference Consultation with any
student who needs in-dep- th help. We
used to give tours during Orienta-
tion, but most first-ye- ar students
hated them and so we stopped be-
cause we didn't want to waste our
time or theirs.
The bottom line is this: we're here
to help you leam how to do your re-
search. If you aren't getting that help
'or if you're having Library problems,
come talk with me. If you're still not
satisfied, then write a letter to The
Voice.. .
That was then, this is now
Sarah Fenske
In the interest of commemorat-
ing Wooster's recent past, the
Voice is proud to bring you "That
was then," our new weekly column
devoted exclusively to the events
of the year 1968-6- 9. It's been 30
years since those days, but we
think you'll be amused just how
much and how little has ac-
tually changed.
We'll be scouring the archives
and looking through old issues of
American's Oldest Weekly Col-
lege Newspaper, but we encourage
any alumni with memories to write
in and share them with us. We
want to accurately represent just
what that year was like, one week
at a time, and we'll need all the
help we can get.
Look for "That was then."
You're going to get to know a
Wooster that you never even knew
existed, the tumultuous Wooster
that found itself on the brink of
extraordinary change ... Wooster
thirty years ago.
Sarah Fenske is the Co-Editor-in-C- hief
of The Wooster Voice.
The Wooster Voice
Friday, September 20, 1968
Lowry Center Plush Surprise
"
... Reactions are predictably
variable. Trustees here for the
Campus ' Conference '"Were;4
pleased and administrators proud.'.'
One faculty member was heard to '
remark, 'There's a tinge of Mi-
ami Beach about it,' while a
student's mother sitting nearby
cooed. I think this is really just
beautiful.
... The opinion of another stu-
dent is that, 'This place is what's
happening, except Wooster's not
supposed to be what's
From the N.Y. Times
"A New Cold War Feared by
Thant: U.N. Chief, in Speech, Sees
Setbacks in Soviet Invasion of
Czechoslovakia." vhL ')';; : .
...': The ; developments in
Czechoslovakia were described by
Mr. Thant as a grave blow to the
concepts of international order and
morality set out in the United Na-
tions charter and a "serious setback
to the detente between East and
West which was showing some
signs of vigor in recent months, not
withstanding the Vietnam conflict'
Nehru Suits $29
"priced low enough to
buy a new onefor that
specialparty : . . orjust
forjun!"
' ComnUed bv Lauren Kulchawik.
Arts & Entertainment Editor
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Rules arc made to be
Police punish guilty, reward responsible,
Dawn Packer
So the police showed up at Bac-
chanalia. After 26 years, it's not
exactly shocking.
Police enforcement is definitely
adampraucus party, and
Bacch certainly qualifies as one.
The carefree, law-fre-e environ-
ment offered by the Crandells' an
nual bash offers an
odd sort of security to The carefree,
underage drinkers offered byand recreational drug
users. --
The
offers an
Crandells do drinkers
their best to keep the
happy hedonists safe, providing van
rides back to campus until 1 a.m.,
and from the sound of it, a lot of
other attendees who choose not to
spend the night at Beck's made use '
of designated drivers to get them 5
home safely. - '
Tales of breathalyzer tests for
vanfuls of exiting Bacchants have
circulated, but no one really remem-
bers whether that is true. Cars were
pulled over and their drivers' blood-alcoh- ol
contents checked, and some
say that the passengers were also
checked.
How did the police end up at
Beck's? According to the manager
of the campground, who was quick
to point out that historically there
has been no interference with the
Crandell event, the police were
called by Wooster parents con-
cerned that their 15-year-- old daugh-
ter had snuck off to Bacch.
A police report of the weekend
supports, this explanation and indi- -
cates that the parents were told noth- - ;
ing could be done.
Whatever the circumstances of
their arrival, were the officers in-
fringing on civil rights? Does driv-
ing out of what may well be the
county's biggest annual binge con-stih- jf
eprobabh? ciuse, even if the car '
is in its proper lane?
According to a 1990 Supreme
Court case, sobriety checkpoints
law-fre- e environment
the Crandells annual bash
oddsort ofsecurity to underage
--and recreational drug users.
may be instituted without concern
for justification of "reasonable sus-
picion."
In the words of Chief Justice
Rehnquist, "The balance of the
state's interest in preventing drunken
driving and the degree of intrusion
upon individual motorists who are
briefly stopped weighs in favor of
the state program."
The fact remains that it's illegal,
not to mention foolish and a total
disregard of the safety of others, to
operate a vehicle if your judgment
or motor skills are likely to be re-
duced. In this case, a legal
precendent exists for the actions of
the officers..
The fact also remains that it's il-
legal to drink if you're under 21.
This is one case in which a noble
display of Thoreauian civil disobe-
dience is unlikely to gain you any
advantage, moral or otherwise, over
the authorities. Maybe it's a silly
law, but having a beer anyway isn't
the way to change the books.
brakes
stay out ofBacch
While the police may have put
forth an effort to enforce the legal-
ity of the departing drinkers, they
did not attempt to disband the re-
maining ones, and for that all Bac-
chants (and Crandells) should be
grateful. Waiting in the dark for a
bunch of inebriated college kids
guaranteed to be peeved by their
presence probably wasn't the way
most of those patrolmen
wanted to spend their Sat
urday night, either. But
they had a job to do, and
they did it.
' It's easy to take the col
lege student status as a
badge of freedom, a four-ye- ar li-
cense of indulgence. How many of
us make it to graduation without
breaking one law or another?
Whether it's free beer from an up-perclassm- an,
a "Road Closed" sign
from the construction crew, one of
those infamous and historical
Wooster bricks or the daily jaywalk-
ing crime wave, a vast majority of
the campus has violated some sort
of legal ordinance.
In the relatively safe, contained
Beall-to-Bev- er environment, it's
easy to forget why laws exist and
that actions have consequences
(although the increasingly hard '
line of Security may change that).
But rules are rules, and if you're
going to break them, you need ei-
ther a good reason or a safe hid-
ing place, and Bacch is neither.
Dawn Packer is the
hedonistically inclined Co
Editor-in-Chi- ef of
The Wooster Voice. .
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Free Tibet, free t-s-hirt
It's the "in" thing to care about
David Lohr
Walking into Lowry, eagerly an-
ticipating a package from my par-
ents, I headed to my mailbox. I
opened it up, but instead of a pack-
age slip found a brochure from Free
Tibet. Free Tibet is cool. Free Ti-
bet is a quickly growing organiza-
tion. In other words. Free Tibet is a
fad. While the movement itself may
be worthy of international attention,
Kids are bringingguns
to school and blowing
theirfriends and
teachers into pieces
smaller than the grains
ofrice we send
overseas ...
as soon as a trendier cause comes
along, poor oppressed Tibet will be
forgotten. -
Just as the American farmers were
in the 70s,-Tibe- t is the latest cause
for people to rally around. A bunch
of popular musicians joined the
scene, and soon countless teens
were crying "Free Tibet !" There's
even a new documentary out called
"Free Tibet." It combines clips of
the brutality faced by Tibetan monks
with clips of the first Tibetan Free-
dom Concert. Just another example
of someone trying to capitolize on
Tibet's newfound popularity. It has
grown into a commerical institution,
an excuse to sell concert tickets and
t-sh- irts, and an excuse for Ameri-
cans to pat themselves on the back
and feel good about what they're
doing.
Who wouldn't feel good about
supporting such a beautiful cause?
The pamphlets they put out are
works of art. They're held shut by
a sticker with a breathtaking moun-
tain scene of Tibet; they must have
cost a fortune. Is the expense really
necessary? How much do the
Tibetan's appreciate the full color
fold out brochures? For the yak-herdi- ng
Tibetan's sake, the money
should be spent lobbying for the
United States government's support
on the issue. But that doesn't mat-
ter, a plain black and white brochure
wouldn't attract a nice upscale fol-
lowing. I question those who all of
a sudden say "I'm for Free Tibet."
or any other cause. How many
people who claim to be dedicated
members of an organization and
donate money, $ 1 0 here or there, can
actually be making a difference?
That's not to say that one person
can't make a difference. There are
a number of dedicated students on
campus who really are trying to
make a difference. But spending 70
cents a day to sponsor some starv
ing child in the commercial with
Sally Stmthers would be much more
effective than giving $25 a month
to Free Tibet. But who wouldn't
choose Free Tibet? Who wants to
miss out on the opportunity to run
with the in crowd, see a concert, and
maybe even get a free t-sh- irt? I know
a Free Tibet t-s- hirt would be much
more meaningful than a letter and a
picture of my sponsor child in my
wallet. Besides, sponsoring a child
in some third-worl- d country isn't
majestic enough for the high soci-
ety following of Free Tibet. Forget
all those other developing nations,
where children are working in
sweatshops for pennies, and pre-tee- n
girls are selling their bodies for
$10 on the street, we don't want to
get our hands dirty.
Furthermore, why are we so con-
cerned about other countries? It's
good to be humanitarian and all, but
why are so many thousands of
people worrying about freeing Ti-
bet when children right here in the
United States are starving? Children
in the United States are neglected
too. Ten year olds are getting
sucked into street gangs. Kids are
bringing guns to school and blow-
ing their friends and teachers into
pieces smaller than the grains of rice
we send overseas in our "humani-
tarian" aid packages, few of which
end up with the people they're in-
tended for.
All the popular radio shrinks say
"You need to help yourself before
you can help others." The same
applies for a nation. Before we
solve the world's problems, and
spend millions of dollars in for-
eign aid, we should take care of
the American citizens first, since
it is their tax money the govern-- 1
ment is spending.
I'm not saying that everyone in- -'
volved in Free Tibet and other similar
organizations are in it simply for the
t-s- hirt. If you are, go back to waters
ing MTV. Plenty of people are in-
volved because they want to make a
difference. However, those involved
need to reevaluate their priorities, and
put their time and effort where it will
make a noticable difference.
David Lohr is the Viewpoints
Editor of the Voice and wants to herd
yak in Tibet next summer.
Meners to ine iuiiur
500 word maximum
Must be received by
Monday 40p.m.
Send to
Voiceacs.wooster.edu,
or on disk, Box C-31-87
77i? Sgs Jb'dt back and relax in their humble abode.
The Sigs: They do
more than play football
Jamie Mapes
Ryan Dansak
"Friendship, sportsmanship, lead-
ership these are the ideals that
mold the foundation of Phi Sigma
Alpha." The Sigs start their rush
guide description with this state-
ment and then continue their P.R.,
calling themselves one of the most
diverse organizations on campus.
Vice President Doug Laditka '99
defends the statement, saying "We
got kids from all different parts of
the state and all '
over the country.
We have every end
of the spectrum,
everything from
ghetto punk to
country hip."
The stereotypes
say that the Sigs
are the football
players, just as the
Krappers are cat
"I like the whole concept
ofloyalty within the
Sigs, andIjust really
think the Sigs are the
greatest bunch ofguys.
Besides, where else can I
run around naked and
no one cares?"
egorized as base-
ball players and the Xi Chis band
members. As is often the case, how-
ever, the numbers are a bit more
complex. "A lot of the guys don't play
football," said Sig Scott Sheets '00.
"We're as diverse, or more so, than
any other Greek organization on
campus."
Statistically speaking, in fact, only
18 of the 33 Sigs play football. The
Krapper and Xi Chi stereotypes are
equally misleading: only 15 of 29
active Krappers play baseball and 13
of 28 Xi Chis are in the band.
Ed Ralls '01 echoed Sheets. "We
may not be very diverse when it
comes to race," he said. "But when it
comes to activities and sports, yeah,
we're diverse. We've got band, track,
football, soccer and baseball people."
According to the rush guide, the
Sigs were founded in 1916, but no
records exist to confirm that date.
The earliest mention in the Index
dates them at 1953, Phi Sigma Al-
pha has decreased in size since the
early sixties, when the group num- -
bered 103 in 1964, but it still re-
mains one of the largest Greek or-
ganizations on campus.
Jim Anderson '00 chose to pledge
Phi Sigma Alpha because "it was a
good way to express myself, and I
always have friends wherever I go,"
he said. "I like the whole concept
of loyalty within the Sigs, and I just
really think the Sigs are the greatest
bunch of guys. Besides, where else
can I run around naked and no one
cares?"
"It wasn't because of the alcohol
like a lot of
people think,
said Laditka,
explaining his
reasons for join-
ing. "I really got
close with a lot
of kids on the
football team,
and when it
came time for
me to make my
Futures
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decision two
Sigs came to see me personally and
convinced me to pledge."
Deciding to pledge is not always
an individual decision though.
Sheets says he was part of a group
decision to bleed the blue and gold:
"A bunch of my friends actually
made the decision as a whole my
freshman year. We became really
close before we made the decision
to pledge and we wanted to stay to-
gether our whole four years."
; Jeremi Woodruff '00 also decided
to become a Sig because of the
closeness of the group's bonds:
"They're a great, tight-kn- it group of
guys. I wouldn't change my deci-
sion for anything."
Being a Sig is not just about run-
ning around on the football field
or even about being diverse or be-
ing not diverse. Like all Greek
groups, it is about loyalty and broth-
erhood, with that typical loyalty ex-
pressed in a particularly Sig way.
Anderson said, "These are friends
that I'll have forever."
There's just no place like home
Karen Auble
Staff Writer
I clean toilets.
Don't be alarmed. I'm not part of
some crazy new organization serv-
ing the custodial underprivileged
with philanthopic kindness. I also,
cook dinner, wash dishes, mop
floors, even do a little yard work if I
have the time. Though this is not an
uncommon profile for a professional
housekeeper, for a full-tim- e college
student, particularly a Wboster stu-
dent, such activities seldom apply.
I hadn't planned on cleaning toi-
lets. I hadn't planned on living off
campus. But a small minority of stu-
dents; mostly juniors and seniors (as
first-yea- rs and sophomores are typi-
cally prohibited from living off cam-
pus), have and do. And considering
the high risk factor of being refused
the housing situation of your choice
on campus, those who seek alterna-
tives may be the wisest and least
regretful among us. Of course, I take
a rather subjective stance as I was
thrown into the campus housing trap
myself. Still, I think that living off-camp- us
is honestly something worth
considering.
Overcrowding, as many students
(sophomore women in particular)
were forced to attest to, was a ma-
jor problem in housing this year.
Last May, after the last dorm had
been filled, a substantial lot of us
were left pretty disgruntled, unlucky
room draw number still ' in hand.
Worse yet, we were notified of our
i
i
highly undesirable housing assign-
ments (i.e. independents in Greek
sections, non-progra- m members put
into prearranged program houses,
etc.) until less than a week before
our day of return. Not cool.
Hard as it is to
imagine, some ofus
can go the wholeyear
without ever visiting
the Lowry second
floor. And not doing
so, along with a rent
often less expensive
than roomfees, can
ultimately save you
some serious cash.
The College and the housing of--
fics do realize that this problem
needs to be addressed: There has
been some rumor of the construc-
tion of a new dorm but let that ru-
mor stop here. According to Stacey
Caplea, assistant director of residen-
tial life, "the College would like
to attain additional houses before
considering a new dorm.... There's
room space right now. It's just a
matter of managing that space. So
in other words: first-year- s, if you're
applying fpr general room draw and
those houses haven't opened up
transfer! --.- -,-- .-
- 'Okay; so --the possibility o geJH
ting tossed into Bissman is
,
a reason
to avoid campus housing
althogether. Still, many seniors andjuniors who actually have a chance
at living someplace decent opt for
off-camp- us living.
So what's the idea? Well for start-
ers, only by virtue of being an off-camp- us
student can you escape the
compulsory meal plan. Hard as it is
to imagine, some of us can go the
whole year without ever visiting the
Lowry second floor. And not doing
so, along with a rent often less ex-
pensive than room fees, can ulti-
mately save you some serious cash.
You've also got a place where you
set the rules according to your own
interests and needs. That means no
hall meetings, no quiet hours, and
essentially you have a much
greater sense of freedom. Breaks
(e.g. Winter Break) are not com-
pulsory., cither.. Off-campu- s, the
mi's&tf:-- , ruledPfti tsWlfc Jcan. ,5ta ,n our
houses for as long . as the lease per-
mits. And there are plenty of other
benefits, many of which seem obvi-
ous. Like sanity, for example.
Yep, overall, despite the new
chores, extra long walks to class and
- noticeable separation from campus
activity, the off-camp- us life is a
good one. I haven't once had to go
down the hall to ask someone to turn
down their music at four in the
morning or complain to Lowry folks
that the food makes me violently ill.
Right now, however, I do have to nag
tTe toilet.
AMY 1ARGE MM
039-20- 2
Not valid with any other
coupon or offer.
Please mention coupon
when ordering.
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Go directly
Juue Theisen
Staff Writer
Ready? Set? Go! These words
might be related only to Senior I.S.,
Junior I.S., or even FYS, but you
would be surprised who thinks dif-
ferently. Ready (for the real world)?
Set (for an interview)? No? Go (to
Career Services)!
Career Services is one of the best
kept secrets at The College of
Wooster. Located in the
Rubbermaid Student Development
Center behind the Holden Annex,
Career Services offers a variety of
options for everyone, from first-yea- rs
all the way up to the stressed-o- ut
upperclassmen. Career Services
is your connection to the real world,
even if the real world is not the place
you'd want to be. Believe it or not,
regardless of your major, you do
have options put mere. That is' why
Career Services exists'' to lef"yot
know thy ySu-- Wfyifijtfe tb m '
working 'worf'lnra taeeting --with1
one of the staff members, they will
talk to you about your interests and
skills. The staff will provide you
with a questionnaire to help you
decide what your interests and skills
are and also inquires about your
geographical preferences and per-
sonal goals.
Once you figure out what you
want to do, they are determined to
help you get it Not only will you
have a stellar resume, you will be
, .,f-- j i.m Uwu ifirf a il Htirmirn
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to Career Services CWs: a nice meal
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Rubbermaid Student Development Center: the secret to your success
guided through the interview pro-
cess. Frequently asked questions
are important to know, but more im-
portantly. Career Services makes
sure you know how you can impress
your interviewer., With a liberal arts;
education; you should be able to
stun them with your knowledge.
Career Services will let you in on a
few secrets. ,
Here is one story. I am a senior
German major. I thought there was
no hope. When asked, "What are
you going to do with that," I would
reply, "Fast Food Management in
Germany." I thought I was destined
to be poor. Not so fast Suddenly, I
have a resume" that looks profes-
sional, I have the GRE test booklet
in my hands, and I instantly have so
raaayoptidnsj thatl neecMo go,back
arid naVrrfwdown'my Choices'. Who"
would have ever thought? Remem-
ber, I am a foreign language major.
I thought graduate school was my
IRON'S Colon Shop
Custom Picture Framing
only option.
First-yea-rs and sophomores will
also find that there are a couple of
items at Career Services that might
be of interest.' Are you sick of work-
ing at the same fast food place sum-
mer after summer? I know I was.
Take a look into the internship op-
portunities and temporary employ-
ment at, you guessed it. Career Ser-
vices. Remember, too, that it is
never too early to figure out what is
in store for you.
This article was written with se-
niors in mind. We are all busy,, but
try to get into Career Services to let
yourself know that this whole Inde-
pendent Study thing will be worth
it in the end. There are many, many
opportunities for us right now. Let
us, go and impress our parents. Our
fun and torture cost them approxi-
mately $100,000; let's make sure
that they will never have to pay for
anything else again.
Step up" to the
Underground!
Happy Hour
every Friday, 5-- 8 p.m.
This week's guest
bartender: the Voice's
' own Sarah Fenske
YOUR FAMILY STYLIST
FOR MEN. WOMEN. CHILDREN
College of Wooster
Nold
High
North
Liberty
V Nu Beautique
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with 20 or 30 friends
Wooster 's most happening hangout
Luke Lindberg
Features Editor
Sometimes it is nice to run into
people you know when you're out
for a bite to eat. It's especially cool
when you're on a first date and a
bunch of people recognize you and
you look all popular to the girl you
are trying to impress. If your goal is
to run into fellow College of
Wooster students. C.W.
Burgerstein's is for you. Good at-
mosphere, lots of college students,
and the burgers ain't bad either.
Located on 359 W. Liberty Street
in Wooster. in the basement of the
classier and
much, much
more expen-
sive TJ's,
CW's is the
hangout if
you want to
grab a burger
and a beer. .
' Usuallypretty
crowded on
weekends.
CW's boasts
a large dining
room as well
as an ample
bar for those
who just
want to kick
back, relax
and have a
beer or any
other particu
Eating Out
Code:
lar drink. The atmosphere is warm,
and there's always a good conver-
sational buzz about the place.
The menu is pretty basic All-Americ- an,
as the highlights include
the burgers, the Rueben, and a de-
lightful club sandwich. Starters in-
clude mozzarella sticks, chicken fin-
gers, an excellent spinach dip and a
solid nacho plate.
A good way to start off your meal
would be with a soft drink or just a
beer. The bar is pretty well stocked
so it shouldn't be too hard to find
what libation you want. Small draft
beers are $1.50, and the larger ver-
sions are $2.25.
But ifyou're in the mood for some-
thing a litde more fancy, CWs' white
Russians aren't bad either. Unfortu-
nately, they will set you back as much
as $44)5 per drink. But if you have
the cash, and if you are frying to im-
press a date by either drinking some-
thing stylish or letting her spend more
money than you have, these are the
drinks for you.
As you look over the menu and
wonder what to eat, keep the
chicken fingers in mind. For $4.95,
they'll start every meal off well. Or--
dering 10 wings isn't a bad idea ei-
ther, and the $5.50 you'll spend will
be less cash you have to waste on
those Rusted Root tickets. Skip the
mozzarella sticks, which are con-
stantly greasy and limp, unlike the
crisp ones you'll find at rival res-
taurants like Applebee's.
As you put a couple of quarters
into the jukebox, which is filled with
different kinds of tunes, thankfully
boasting no rap or garbage, consider
going with the basic sandwiches.
Go with either a cheeseburger,
which remains one of the best
burgers in Wooster at $5.25, or the
Rueben, complete with crispy bread
and ample
C.W. Burgersteins
12
lame
decent
good
great
fabulous
Scores are based on culinary skill,
atmosphere and service. The opin-
ions expressed are the opinions of
the reviewer alone and not affected
by advertising contracts.
fillings for
$5.95. The
club sand-
wich is not a
bad idea, ei-
ther, and it re-
mains one of
the best pur-
chases on the
menu at
$5.95 as well.
Expect to
take at least a
quarter of it
home with
you too, be-
cause it is one
of the bigger
club sand-
wiches that
you'll find
around.
What the
hey: make your roommate happy.
, Specials usually burgers are
also offered daily, and are about
$5.25 apiece.
The desserts are nothing special,
and they range-fro- m about $3.00 to
$5.95. Skip them and top off your
evening at TCBY or even
McDonald's for something cheap
and cold.
So if you want to kick back and
run into about 20 or 30 of your clos-
est Wooster friends, CWs is defi-
nitely your restaurant of choice.
Moderately priced, a nice evening
for two will run you about $20 to
$25. Remember: if you drink (or if
that special someone is a lush), you
might want to add about $5 or $10
to that tab.
So, guys, good luck on impress-
ing those first dates.
CW's is open daily from 3 to II p.m
On weekends, the kitchen remains
open until about 12 or 1 a.m., de-
pending on demand. Reservations
are preferred for large parties but
are not necessary for the average
group. Call 2644263 for more
Page 8
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lax to the teacup ride at Disney
World. Though the six full-gro- wn
adults do not fit comfortably in the
car built to hold approximately four
10-year-ol- ds, they manage to
squeeze in and get the dragon spin-
ning at warp speeds.
Other drummers, such as Daren
Batke '02, found rides like the
Dragon a little too gut-wrenchi- ng.
"I'm all about the merry-go-round- ,"
he commented, heading to his favor-
ite fair attraction.
10:07 p.m.: The fair begins to
shut down, and rides begin to be
disassembled. The food and ciga-
rette vendors pack up their wares
for one final day, and the livestock'
Thursday, September 24, 1998
"EverAfter": an aptly recreated fairy tale and chickflick
Emily McClain
Staff Writer
Cultural mecca that it is, the pick-
ings are mighty slim in the new re-
lease venue down at the Movies 10.
So I had to decide: late-summ- er
chick flick, or the newest action-packe- d
Jackie Chan vehicle.
Sorry, guys.
Let's see. It's called "Ever After:
A Cinderella Story." The poster
shows a glowing, fair-maid- en por-
trait of Drew Barrymore being ca-
ressed by an Antonio Banderas
look-alik- e. The trailers feature
breathy, new-ag- e, Celtic folk music.
Date movie? Uh-hu- h. But pardon
me while I gush.
This movie is unstoppably ador-
able on so many levels that my head
is spinning from warm fuzziness. I
have been blinded by panoramic
shots of beautiful French country-- .
sides. My feminist sensibilities have
-- t been confounded by the hotty-gu- y
Prince Charming. I am dazzled by
the sense of true justice that only a
fairy tale ending can give. I want to
run away to a 16th-centu- ry chateau
and spend all my days covered in
soot, yet still look wholesome and
captivating and end up the Queen of
France, dammit.
The actual idea behind this movie
is less than inspired. These days,
"a new twist on an old tale" seems
to be the mantra
of studio writers
across the coun-
try. It's not nec-
essarily the plot
or the script that
make this movie
interesting, but
the execution.
The movie is set
up as the Broth-
ers Grimm arrive "
at the home of a
wealthy old aris-
tocrat. She wel-
comes them, Barrymore's Cinderella story
compliments
their new book of folk tales,. then
chastises them for their faulty tell-
ing of "The Little Cinder Girl."
Hence, with a traditional "once
upon a time," the real story begins.
And we all know the story. All the
elements are still in place: dead fa-
ther, wicked step-moth- er, the hero-
ine slaving like a scullery maid and
then falling in love with the prince
as havoc ensues.
There are, of course, the some
what predictable (but still com-
pletely endearing) '90's updates.
Danielle (Cinderella's real name, of
course), is not about to sit sewing
'
" v-,-
r
COURTESY OF WWW.F0XM0VIES.COM EVERAFTER
by the fire and wait for someone to
save her. In the duration of the film,
she kicks some major butt, from a
band of gypsy thieves, to her intol-
erable step-siste- r, to Henry, the
prince himself. She quotes Thomas
More's "Utopia," and spends much
of the movie vocalizing her views
on the injustice of the 16th-centu- ry
caste system.
As an interesting twist, the cov-
eted Fairy Godmother has been
booted. Instead we have Leonardo
da Vinci himself. Saved from gypsy
thieves by Prince Henry, da Vinci is
invited to the French court where he
becomes a friend,
confidante, and
general go-betwe- en
to both
Danielle and
Henry.
The characters
are what really
makes this movie
work. Fairy tale
creations are tradi-tional- ly
stereo-
typical and flat:
the charming
prince, the good
heroine, the
wicked step-
mother. In "Ever After," however,
each character is genuinely con-
flicted, if even only for a moment.,
It helps, of course, , to have as-- ;
sembled such an impeccable cast.
Drew Barrymore as Danielle and
Angelica Huston as Rodmilla (the
evil step-moth- er) headline the pic-
ture, and much ado was made over
this marriage of two Hollywood
power-hous- e families. They share
the screen with grace, and the scenes
between them are powerful and au-
thentic, making you wonder what all
the fuss was about.
Dougray Scott is appropriately
handsome and sensitive as the
prince of France, but he tends to be
kind of, well ... a wuss. Megan
Dodds is aptly smutty and conniv-
ing as the wicked step-sist- er Mar-
guerite. The most pleasantly! sur-
prising appearance for me-W- as
Melanie Lynskey who made an
amazing acting debut --as Pauline in
.
the 1995 Australian indy film
"Heavenly Creatures," then seemed
to have dropped off the earth. As
the dopey, not-so-wick- ed step-sist- er
Jacqueline, Lynskey shows a
very charming comic streak that
makes you wish she had seen more
screen time.
So I have stated my case and
shown my true colors. I am a girly-gir- L
and happy-endin- g movies make
me mushy. On the; heels, of that
knowledge I will say that I fully in-
tend to see the Sandra Bullock
Nicole Kidman film "Practical
Magic," all about witchcraft and true
romance, and I further intend to tell
you all about it.
Cheer up, guys. There's always
Jackie Chan.
A tradition of urn excellence at the Wayne County Fair
Katie Huber
A&E Co-Edit- or
Thursday September 17: Parking
Lot, Scheide Music Center.
8:32 p.m.: Somewhere, a cricket
is chirping. Across campus, a Beta
screams in post-sobriet- al bliss.
8:35 p.m.: Suddenly, a figure
emerges. Then two. A car pulls in.
A dog barks. Something is certainly
afoot at Wooster's harmonious ha-
ven.
8:37 p.m.: From the car, a figure
emerges. It is none other than Mr.
Thomas Fries, Wooster's most es-
teemed percussion instructor.
8:42 p.m.: Soon he is surrounded
by percussionists, and it is at this
very moment that the plot is re-
vealed. Once again, the Wooster
drum line is meeting for its annual
trip to the Wayne County Fair.
9:02 p.m.: The drum line arrives,
slightly outnumbered in their
Abercrombie attire by an array of
Ozzfest t-sh- irts and cowboy hats,
and proceeds to the stadium where
the derby is taking place.
Though it is hard to see through
the dense cloud of smoke and ash
that emerged from the pit and crowd
alike, the air is tense as the various
vehicles smash each other head on.
9:14 p.m.: The testosterone dies
down as a winner is declared and the
masses begin to dissipate among the
rest of the fairgrounds:
The percussion line then pro-
ceeds to the ever popular "puke-it-up- "
ride, which brings its par-
ticipants a full 360 degrees in a
variety of patterns before turning
them back over to the laws of grav-
ity. After cramming down some
french fries, a noted fair delicacy,
the braver drummers decide to
take the challenge.
The ride was a definite crowd
pleaser as many of those involved,
present company included, clutched
their seat partners to avoid falling
headfirst to the ground below. For-
tunately, those without seat partners
were able to remain stable by grab-
bing various parts of the ride's ma-
chinery.
9:32 p.m.: Mr. Fries, percussion-
ist extraordinairre, treats his drum-
mers to the infamous dart toss,
where "all participants go home
winners." Five minutes and 15 de-
flated balloons later, each youth
Matsos Family Restaurant
the cuisine that
inspired Socrates!
10 off all CO.W. student! and
faculty until the year 3000 A.D. .--
lHlfal Uxrty Suwt .
HWf, Ofci. 4491 . . .
(330) 264-UO- O , -
Great Desserts!
emerges with a stellar glass-covere- d
photo of his favorite celebrity, in-
cluding Southpark characters, 101
Dalmations and The Spice Girls
(Ginger not included).
9:48 p.m.: Activity abounds at the
ferris wheel, which lifts its riders
high enough to view downtown
Wooster at its finest. Despite his
speckled goatee and threatening tat-
toos, the gentleman working the ride
is very polite as he opens the door
and wishes his happy customers
good evening.
The ride is both smooth and ex-
citing, as Mr. Fries terrifies one of
his favorite percussionists by stand-
ing up and shaking the car. Fortu-
nately, the ride ends shortly, and the
girl is able to maintain composure
without the necessity of mild nar-
cotics.
9:58 p.m.: Mr. Fries leads five of
his strong stomached proteges to the
Dizzy Dragon, an adventure simi- -
Sky Dive Now! J
I 1-800-SKY-
-DTVE
I www.800SKYDlVE.com I
15 minutes from
is herded home.
10:12 p.m.: The magical sounds
of Garth Brooks and Shania Twain
trickle from the parking lot as the
content fairgoers slowly return to
their pick-u- p trucks. The drummers,
too, head for their vehicles, off to
Wooster for another two weeks of
Broccolini and cold showers.
As always, the Wayne County
Fair was not a disappointment.
Despite the sarcasm about the
greasy grub, "insert part A into slot
B" rides, and cornfield entertain-
ment, the Wayne County Fair and
i its peers are part of tradition in this
neck of the woods, and it is one to
be proud of. i . -- ; : ' ' t ;
Director Peter Chan. 115 mi a. in Chinese with hngljsh subtitles
' T" " I ! The joy and
I v k . k .. Chinese
I rZ 0;. i . : 'V-S- '- , -- j immigrants
Comrades, Almost A Love Storv
Saturday, September 26
10:00 un.
Cinemark Movies 10
For mov ie reviews, please check:
http:w.wooster.eduC1iineeMovicSchcdule.hlmI
whose desire
ror success
stands in the
way of love!
Winner of the
best film prize
at 1997 Seattle
International
Film Festival
Free admission,
callx-2438- to
sign up for free
transportation.
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O'Shea's naked fun
Dan Ayer
Staff Writer
"You're going to see the come- -
pian?" people asked me in a sur-
prised tone. One group of students
nformed me that lhe college ot
Kvooster does not have a positive
history of visiting comedians, but
ast Wednesday night marked an ex
ception when Eric O'Shea arrived
Jon the scene.
The crowd at the Underground
UN Milt tAaviIJi wvilttl is iiiiuiv
bout O'Shea as he began his act by
ontrasting the town of Wposter
with his home city. New York. His
oke about the Wooster resident who
was "so friendly that he supposedly
gave O'Shea a car ride and back
massage when he simply asked for
directions to the College seemed a
bit extreme to some. But he soon
came to his main topic childhood: '
Almost everyW'wiWUgrlin'gi
uproariously as O'&he'aYorcMthert'1
to recall various scenes from their
youth. He spent a long time describ-
ing mothers and some of their idio-
syncrasies. For instance, he remem-
bers trying on clothes in a dressing
room and having his mother come
in and check on him while he was
undressing.
After he finished discussing his
youth, O'Shea warned the audience
that life becomes more difficult as
one ages and loses that childhood
innocence. When you become an
adult, he said, you have to start tak-
ing responsibility for your actions.
You aren't just the cute little kid who
gets away with anything. He de-
scribed a humorous visit to his
grandmother's house in Florida dur-
ing a hurricane. As he was taking a
shower, the electricity went out and
he ultimately ended up lying on the
floor naked. At the same moment
that the power came back on,
grandma came in to check on him.
He certainly saved the most en-
tertaining portion of his perfor-
mance until the very end, in which
he described going to a party. In-
stead of speaking, he used various
songs to illustrate different stages of
his evening. Songs such as "All By
Myself helped him act out his
lonely time at the party. He then
returned' home alone) atd retired to
his bed; 'at whicti point the song "1
Touch Myself began to play. One
audience member later said, "That
was the funniest thing I've ever
seen!"
Many other audience members
were at a loss for words to describe
how hilarious O'Shea had been, but
Victor Rortvedt '02 summed up
everyone's thoughts, saying nothing
except, "He was one funny guy!"
Beginning Friday at
.anion Lobiun i v'jiuivj J i- - ji:, .jo..:.. '
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Cinemark
Movies 10
Blade (R) 7:35. 10:15 p.m.
Smoke Signals (PG-13- ) ( 1 :30) 4:30, 7:00, 9:30 p.m.
Rush Hour (PG-1- 3) (1:45)4:40, 7:30, 9:55 p.m.
One True Thing (R) ( 1 :20) 4: 1 5, 7:05, 9:50 p.m.
Ronin(R) (1:25) 4:20, 7:25, 10:25 p.m.
The Parent Trap (PG) ( 1 :05) 4:05 p.m.
Saving Private Ryan (R) ( 1 :00) 4:25, 8:00 p.m.
Rounders (R) (1:10)4:10,7:15, 10:05 p.m.
There's Something
About Mary (R) (1:15)4:00,7:20, 10:00 p.m.
Urban Ledgers (R) (1 :40) 4:35, 7: 1 0, 9:35 p.m.
Simon Birch (PG) (1:35) 4:45, 7:40, 10:20 p.m.
(Times) are Saturday and Sunday only.
Sorry, no passes.
For complete listings any time, call 345-875- 5.
Granted "Wish" for Party
(I. ULI.IUI.IW , , II J'"
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A rocking good time with a Cleveland
Allison Marti
Staff Writer
You came', you listened," you
danced. You probably also ate free
food, socialized, and generally had
a great time, but you get the point.
Saturday night, Wooster students
gathered in the quad for the annual
Party on the Green and Third Wish's
debut on campus.
Those who made it to this year's
Party on the Green arrived to find
clusters of friends happily munch-
ing and chatting at a table or danc-
ing wildly to the "new roots rock"
of Third Wish. Everything seemed
to fall into place; even the weather
cooperated this year. Bill Barker 99
said, "It's' the best weather we've
had for Party on the Green in the
past three years and I think we've
gotten a better turnout."
Able to be heard from across cam-
pus, the band drew an energized
crowd. Sheri Smith '01 joked, "I
don't think Dr. Goldberg would be
too happy about the noise level: it
is killing the hair cells in our ears,
but the band is really awesome."
Others, such as John Milliken '00,
were equally impressed. "Party on
the Green was such a treat this year.
The band. Third Wish, left me feel-
ing refreshed," said Milliken. The
band members and audience seemed
to feed off of each other's excite-
ment. Many newfound fans lingered
after Party on the Green to chat with
the band, thank them for the great
music, buy CD's, or get an auto-
graph or two. Those who stayed
found the band members to be
friendly and full of conversation.
Third Wish has added a success-
ful appearance at The College of
Wooster to their already impressive
list of performances. Begun by Dan
Heberlein and Tara O'Malley.'both
lead vocals and percussion, during
their years at Westlake High School
(Cleveland, OH), Third Wish has
grown both in name and number
during the last few years. Heberlein
and O'Malley, along with Jerry
Buescher (drums), Curtis Leonard
band that was worth the wait.
(electric guitar, vocals), and Scott
Swanson (bass) have been touring
nationally since early 1997. They
have performed along side such
bands as They Might Be Giants, Sis-
ter Hazel, and Dog's Eye View and
even had the opportunity to join
Bare naked Ladies, Ben Folds Five,
and Blues Traveler at this year's
H.O.R.D.E. Tour in Cleveland.
When asked about upcoming re-
leases, Heberlein said.'The band is
in a transition period . . . planning to
take a break in October and mini-
mize the number of shows" in order
to "make time for working on new
stuff." Having independently re-
leased three albums including
"Strings of Culture" ( 1994). "Miles
From Somewhere" (1996), and
"Third Wish" (1997), Heberlein ex-
pressed the band's interest in signing
on with a major label to produce his
next album. Third Wish already has
its foot in the music world's door with
its single, "Safe For Now," which is
scheduled to appear on the
H.O.R.D.E. Tour compilation CD.
Not committing themselves to any
one type of music, Heberlein attrib--
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uted their eclectic musical influence
to interests ranging from "ja: to
metal" with a little Broadway expe-
rience (O'Malley ) thrown in. Mark
Hooks '01 quickly recognized one
of the band's greatest influences
The Grateful Dead. "So far they've
played two Dead covers and they
were both pretty impressive."
Hooks noted. "They do the Dead
proud."
The band has been through a lot
of transition in terms of its members.
Ryan Dawson, one of the band's
founding members, has recently left
the band to get married. Other
members have also gone their sepa-
rate ways since the band u as started.
Heberlein admitted that while
changes between old and new mu-
sicians are not always easy, it can
be exciting to find a new member
who contributes life and talent to
the band.
The good music, free munchies
and great company made Partv on
the Green '98 a success. Third Wish
was a hit and had a positive visit at
the College. What more could
Wooster students have asked for?
if
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Total Yards
Passing Yards
Rushing Yards
20
0
Wooster
527
251
276
0
7
48
7
Earlham
176
68
108
Men's Soccer
Sept. 19: Marietta 1, Wooster 0
Sept. 23: Hirarrt 2, Wooster 0
Overall 1-3- -2, NCAC 0-1--0
Volleyball
Sept. 19: Wooster def. Lake Erie 15-- 8, 15-- 2, 7-1- 5. 15-- 2
Wooster def. Anderson 15-1- 2, 15-- 6, 12-1- 5, 15-1- 3
Overall 6-- 7, NCAC 0--0
.
Women's Soccer
Sept. 19: Wooster 1, Walsh 0
Sept. 20: Kalamazoo 2, Wooster 1
Sept. 23: Capital 5, Wooster 2
Overall 3--5 NCAC 0-0--0
Women's soccer goes 1- -2
continued from page 1 2
The goal put Wooster right back
in the game.
The Lady Scots continued to put
pressure on Kalamazoo, but were
unable to score the tying goal.
Wooster pushed the nationally
ranked Kalamaoo team with
strong play from the entire team.
On Wednesday, the Lady Scots
lost to Capital 5-- 2. Despite out
shooting the Crusaders 24-1- 4 the
Lady Scots were only able to mus-
ter two goals.
Wooster jumped out to a quick
lead when Megan Mueller "99
scored two minutes into the
game. But that was the only lead
the Lady Scots would see, as the
Crusaders scored five unan-
swered goals.
The Crusaders tied the game 1- -1
at the 34:32 mark of the first
half, and just five minutes later
would take the lead.
It took only 26 seconds for Capi-
tal to score again. The Crusaders
extended their lead to 5-- 1 before
Wooster would score again.
Late in the second half Chaya
Cashin '99 scored making the fi-
nal score 5-- 2. The Lady Scots
record slipped to 3-- 5. Capital
moved their record to 7-- 1.
Critchlow was named NCAC
player of week, tallying two shut-
outs and stopping 42 shots. She has
stopped 76 shots overall this season,
with a save percentage of .874.
The Lady Scots open their con-
ference schedule on the road against
Earlham on Saturday. Wooster lost
its last game of the 1 997 season to a
vastly improved Earlham team.
Brown leads his team into the game
"w ith a bit of a score to settle" from
last year.
Sports
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Wooster Sports Briefs Field hockey beats Lords, fall to Oberlin
Cross Country
On Saturday the Cross Country teams competed in the Great Lakes
Colleges Association meet. The Lady Soots finished Finished fifth and
the Scots finished ninth. The Lady Scots were led by Emily Gorka '99
uho finished sixth with a time of 20:15. Just behind Gorka was Beth
Huffman '99 with a time of 20:26, finishing ninth. On the men's side,
the Scots were led my Nick Chiorian '00 who finished 25th with a time
f 28:28 and close behind was Rob Buckley '00 who finished with a
tune of 29:24 and in 38th place.
Sept 19:
Sept. 23:
Sept. 19:
VVooster
Earlham
Field Hockey
Wooster 4, Kenyon 3
Oberlin 2, Wooster 0
Overall 2--4 NCAC 2-- 3
Football
Wooster 48, Earlham 7
Overall 3-- 0, NCAC 1-- 0
14
0
14
0
Jamie Mapes
Assistant Editor
After a devastating loss last
week, the women's field hockey
team is back on track, beating
Kenyon Saturday.
Saturday's game against Kenycn
was an exciting second home
game for the Lady Scots. With ten
minutes left to play in the second
half Kenyon was ahead 2-- 3, but
then Amanda Bernardon '01
scored the tie goal. Then at 6:37
Callie Blanch '99 put the Lady
Scots in the lead, scoring her sec-
ond goal of the season.
The other Wooster goals oc-
curred early in the first half and
near the start of the second.
Bernardon scored the first goal of
the game on assists from Miriam
Esber '02 and Katie Temple '02
four minutes into the game. The
Ladies answered the goal with
10:17 left in the first half.
The second half saw two
Kenyon goals, one at 27: 13 and the
Want to cover
Sports?
If you are interested in
writing about
volleyball or cross
country, give the
Voice Sports
Department a call.
Call Jamie at ext. 3568
It O
goal a minute later
when Emily White '02 scored an
unassisted goal.
Statistics for the game show that
the Lady Scots out-sh- ot Kenyon 1 7-1- 5,
but had only 10 penalty comers
nowrAR.-AR- E
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Wooster defeated the Kenyon Lords 4-- 3 on Saturday.
next at 18:13. Wooster answered
the second
'
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photo by Amelia Kays
compared to Kenyon's 13.
Combined with Wednesday's
loss against Oberlin the Lady
Scots are now 2-- 4 overall and 2-- 3
in the NCAC.
The Lady Scot's next game is
this Saturday at Oneonta State.
Men's soccer struggles to score goals
Marietta and Hiram shut out Scots, recordfalls to 1-3- -2
Luke Lindberg
Features Editor
The College of Wooster Fight-
ing Scot soccer team hit the road
this past Saturday to face off
with Marietta. On an overcast,
rainy day, the Fighting Scots
dropped the match by the final
of 1- - 0.
This defeat set their overall record
back to 1-- 2-2. Earlier last week,
Wooster lost to Ohio Wesleyan by
the final score of 4-- 0.
It was not the Fighting Scots'
best performance of the season,
but the defeat did have its bright
spots.
Richard Albeit '02 continues to
play well at forward, and the
Wooster midfield, which boasts
letterwinner and all-confere- nce
selection Brad Pierce '99 and sen-
sation Jeff Pacini '02, is one of the
NCAC's most solicl midfields.
Furthermore, goalkeeper Mike
Hulse '01 has registered 30 saves
in just five games, good for a save
percentage of .789.
But in order to stay competitive
for the remainder of the season,
the Scots are going to have to score
some more goals. They are only
averaging one score per 90 min-
utes, a stat that really puts the bur-
den on the Fighting Scot defense.
And although the defensive line,
led by Jon Freeman 99, Adam
Evans '01 and Nate Bayer '00 has
been strong, coach Graham Ford
can't expect them to pitch a shut-
out every time they take the field.
Wooster lost to Hiram 2-- 0 on
Wednesday, dropping the Scots
record to 1-- 3-2 on the season.
Both Hiram goals were scored in
the second half.
The Scots have been shut out in
three consecutive games and have
only managed to score five goals
in six games this season.
This week, Wooster hits the road
for games at Oberlin on Oct. 1
and at John Carroll on Oct. 5.
They return home on Saturday,
Oct. 10 for the game with con-
ference power Kenyon. Wooster
will need more than just one
goal, as the Lords' scoring attack
is one of the best in the
You Willing To Go
Difference?
Do you travn the desire to-erv- e others, a sense of
,x adventurxrand an interest in doing important work
that could challenge you asinever before? If so. Peace
Corps service can offer you a world of opportunity.
v.ln 80 countries worldwide, more than 2,500
assignments are available in business, education,
agriculture, public, health, and environmental
conservatton. Benefits include skills and training for
your future, a living allowance and health care,
deferral on qualifying student loans, international
experience, and memories for a lifetime.
(800)424-858- 0
WWW.PEACECORPS.COM
The Peace Corps does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, sex,
religion, national origin, age, disability, sexual
orientation, or political affiliation.
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Sarah Fenske
Co-Editor-in-C- hief
Andrew Dawson '99 doesn't look
like your stereotypical cross-count- ry
runner. He looks like he could
play soccer. Or wrestle. But run
distance? Never that.
Now forget the stereotypes.
Dawson was once a seventh grader
who started running to get in shape
for basketball, but all that has
changed. He may not be the tallest,
skinniest guy in the Wooster singlet.
He is. however, the fastest.
Cross-count- ry head coach Dennis
Rice thinks Dawson has what it
takes. "He is definitely one of the
top individuals in the NCAC," he
said. "And hopefully, he can go on
to the next level, the NCAA national
championship." If Dawson can do
that, he'd be in some pretty elite
company, only five Scots have made
it to the nationals since 1988.
Dawson has been fast Last year
he finished third at the Wooster In-
vitational, which Rice has called the
best race of his career. "He beat
some of the top runners in the coun
try. Rice said.
He also finished tenth at the
NCAC meet last fall, earning sec-
ond team honors and finishing as the
Scots' top runner with a time of
27:24. He's been good, but whether
or not he'll make nationals will
come down to just two things: a
Runnerspreparefor Woo Invite
James Allardice
Sports Editor
After running last week in the
Great Lakes Colleges Association
Meet, the Scot and Lady Scot cross
country teams will host the
Wooster Invitational on Saturday.
Last week, the women's team fin-
ished fifth at the GLCA Meet, and
the men's team finished ninth out
of ten teams.- - 3 V'..
Last week, the Lady Scots were
led by Emily Gorka '99 who fin-
ished sixth with time of 20:15.
Gorka was followed closely by
Beth Huffman '99 with a time of
20:26, good enough for ninth
place. Sandy Techlenburg 01 fin
iife
returns from
healthy season, and in the end,
Dawson himself.
"I have yet to really perform in
cross-count- ry in a big race at the
level I
know I
can race
at, "
Dawson
s a i d
frankly.
"Myfirst
couple
years, I
was very "
I really
struggled
with the
i .
r o ir" 7
f r o m J
h i g ti'
to
school
col-
lege." In 115!high
school,
mi ii in i ar r i
Andrew Dawson '99 will
men and
- J
-
1
women
both run a SK race, which is 3.1
miles. In college, the men up the
distance to 8K.
"He was hitting a wall at 5000
ished 19th with a time of 20:50.
Gorka has been Lady Scots top
finisher in both meets so far this
' 'season.
The men --were led by Nick
Chiorian '01 who finished 25th
with a time of 28:28. Rob Buckley
'00 came in with a time of 29:24,
which was good enough for 38th
place. Dave Walkenhorst '99 fin-
ished with a time of 30:35, good
enough for 53rd" place. Brendan
McCabe '99 finished 56th with a
time of 30:45.
The Scots were without co-capta- ins
Andrew Dawson '99 and Allyn
Peterson '99 because of injuries.
Dawson expects to run this week-
end, while Peterson is questionable.
Diggers
Sports Bar &Niteclub
1865 Beall Ave.
Wooster, OH
(330)264-777- 5
Txadayi Coony Lisa Dudaf $1.0 eawer charge,
"i Inn ( j- - Cofcae LD. Nkc SIM Bad LigKM3cT Ugh
Thanday Karaoke mke
Friday tc Satawdayj D.J. apaaia ymmt Brvorhs tmma
Twin mmmOt Uok far ln b d.
wkmrnwU kw a da, aa watrh rla.rty)
injury
meters," Rice said. "He really
struggled."
I didn't prepare consistently,"
Dawson admitted. "In the summer,
I just
didn'ttrain
enough."
That's
all be-
hind him
now. "I
had agreat
track
season,"
Dawson
said. "I
was able
to stay
healthy.
And run-
ning re-
ally be-
came the
greatest
joy that I
had. I
felt likeEric
courtesy of News Services Liddell
run in the Woo Invitational i n
'Chari- -
' ots of
Fire,' although I'm not that fast" He
laughed ruefully. "I really felt like
that It sounds perverse, but I have
come to love it"
This Saturday's meet will begin
at 11 a.m. with the women's five
kilometer race and the men's eight
kilometer will follow at 1 1 :45 at the
L.C. Boles Memorial Golf Course.
This week's meet will feature
Baldwin-Wallac- e, Capital, Case Wes-
tern Reserve, Columbus State,
Denison, Grove City, Hiram, John
Carroll, Mount Union, Muskingam,
Oberiin, Otterbein and Wooster.
HELP WANTED
AT PIZZA-HU-T
Servers needed, flexible
hours, excellentpay
between $8-1-2. Apply at
1831 Beall See Ken.
$1250
FUNDRAISER
Credit Card fundraner for srudenr
orgaaizaooo. Yoa've teem other
group doing it. wow its yam lax
One week all takes.
NO gimrracki. NO tricki.
NO obiigatioa. Call far
mfonnatioa today.
I-S0O-932-
-OS2SS65.
After a summer of hard training,
Dawson came to campus deter-
mined to succeed, especially in the
big races that have always been his
Waterloo.
Feeling great, he quickly found
himself plagued by the lower leg
problems that have troubled him
throughout his career. With patella
tendonitis, he' found his workouts
scaled back and himself sidelined
for every meet so far this year. Still,
the first big meet of the year is the
Wooster Invitational this Saturday,
and Dawson expects to take the
field. "I'm slowly getting back up
to speed," he said. "But I think I'm
ready."
If Dawson says he'll be ready, it's
better not to doubt him. "Andrew is
very determined, very competitive.
He has the desire it takes to get to the
top." Coach Rice said.
He has kept himself busy. Besides
being a co-capta- in for cross-countr-y
and a track all-sta- r, he is one of the
Week2 sees a
James AllardiceSports Editor
With four contestants this week
in Beat the Experts, the experts were
in trouble. It would be tough for
Sports Editor James Allardice and
Jacob Johnson, Sports Director of
WCWS, to out pick all four contes-
tants.
First time respondant Todd Seney
'99 won, with 17 points. Second
was Chemistry professor Andrew
Eklund with 15 points and there was
a three way tie for third. Both ex-
perts, as well as Kirk Lapham '01
finished with 14 points. The final
contestant. News Editor, Dan
Shortridge '01 finished with 13
points.
Beat the
College
Game ofthe Week
(8) Washington at Nebraska (2)
Other Games
(17) USC at Florida State (1 1)
(25) Kentucky at Florida (9)
(5) UCLA at Miami
Houston at Tennessee (4) .
(10) Virginia at Duke
Northwestern at Wisconsin (14)
Stanford at Oregon (21)
(22) Alabama at Arkansas
Michigan State at Michi? an
Tiebreaker
Yiliat was Y,'oostersfrst nickname?
' Box. No. Ext. .Name.
riease futnli picks to Cox
co-found- ers of the Wee Care volun-
teer program lodged in Bontrager. He
additionally serves as president of the
Wooster Christian Fellowship. Apo-
litical science major, he plans to go to
seminary. "I'm most interested in try-
ing to see how to get things done in
our world." he said.
"He gets up at 7 a.m. to do work."
said his roommate and teammate Dan
Bifano 00. "That's the kind of guy
Andrew is. He's the kind of person,
who, if he had a broken leg. he'd keep
going."
Bifano paused, then slipped into a
voice that is an eerie impression of
Dawson: "No, I don't feel anything."
Hisown voice: "Dawson, you've got
a bloody stump! Stop already."
Dawson himself recognizes this
aspect of his personality. "I don't want
to say I'm a tough guy," he said. "But
for me, you show up or you don't It's
my job to step up arid perform, (don't
get concerned about looking prrrty. I
get it done how I have to."
new winner
Only Johnson correctly picked last
week's college football game of the
week. Tennesse upset number two
ranked Florida. Shortridge. was the
only respondant to correctly pick the
Miami romp over Pittsburgh. The
Dolphins beat the Steelers 2 1 --0 in the
AFC showdown.
This week's game of the week on
Saturday feaures two highly explosive
offenses. Nunber eight Washington
will travel to Lincoln to take on the
number two ranked Cornhuskers.
Look for a shoot out in Florida as
Steve Spurrier's offense will host
Heisman hopeful Tim Couch and the
Kentucky Wildcats.
Sunday's games feature the Pack-
ers traveling to Carolina to take on the
Panthers.
Experts
NFL
Game ofthe Week
Green Bay at Carolina
Other Games
Jacksonville at Tennessee
Oakland at Dallas
Seattle at Pittsurgh
Minnesota at Chicago
New Orleans at Indianapolis
Arizona at St Louis
NY Giants at San Diego
Denver at Washington
Tamba Bay at Detroit
A'o. C-31-S7 or ttmaH them to
nlceQacs.woosterdM ly Striy mt 12 j
Sports
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Vball wins
James AllardiceSports Editor
Mediocrity has never looked so
nice. The Lady Scot volleyball team
is one win away from a .500 record,
and after 1 8 consecutive losing sea-
sons, finishing with a winning
record would be a great reward for
the young team.
After beating Lake Erie and
Anderson last weekend, the Lady
Scots are 6-- 7 but will not play again
until Oct. 1. On Saturday the Lady
'Scots beat both Lake Erie and Ander-
son in four games. First, the Scots
beat Lake Erie 15-- 8, 15-- 2. 7-1- 5. 15-- 2
and then later deposed of Ander-
son 15-1- 2. 15-- 6. 12-15.-15-- 13.
Wooster is led by Mandy Rearick
"00. who is averaging 3.8 kills per
game. Rearick was named NCAC
Player of the Week for her efforts
against Marietta, Lake Erie and
Anderson. She had 49 kills and 27
digs in the three matches.
In the first game against Lake
Erie, the Lady Scots went ahead
early with a 3-- 0 lead before Lake
' Erie ran off five unanswered points.
After that, it was all Wooster as theyjwon the first game 15-- 8. The sec-ion-d
game was never a contest; thejitorm were only able to score two
fffoints and were routed 15-- 2.
s With a 2-- 0 lead, in the best of five
i patch, the Lady Scots relaxed and
two,
The Wooster
VOICE
res .500 record
-
. V
.
"
-- TTTWl-iiii i A ' " ? t T""P' " i " .
photo by Amelia Kays
both Lake Erie and Anderson.
upset visiting Anderson in four games.
In the first game, Wooster pulled out
an impressive 15-1- 2 victory and car-
ried the new found momentum into
the second game. The Raveis were
only able to score six points, asl "the
Lady Scots cruised to a 15-- 6 victory.
Again up 2-- 0, the Lady Scots lost the
third game of the match, but the score
of 15-1- 2. In the fourth game, down
13-1- 1, it appeared as if the Lady Scots
may be forced to a decisive game five.
But Wooster scored the final four
points and close out the match-Rearic- k
notched 19 kills, followed by
.
Petkovsek with 17.
The Lady Scots will host John
Carroll on Oct 1.
which they missed."
Individually, six different Scots
carried the ball. Jeff Elser '99 led
the way, carrying the ball 15 times
for 101 yards, and Brock Wanless
'00 carried the ball only six times
'Scots destroy Earlham 48--7, prepare
James AllardiceSports Editor
There are two games a year that
almost assure that everyone will get
"
some playing time. When the Scor
football team takes on Earlham and
Oberlin, it is a chance to see
Wooster's young talent. Last Satur-
day was an opportunity for Head
Coach Jim Barnes to see the future
in action.
Six different Scots found the
endzone in Wooster's 48-- 7 rout of the
Earlham Quakers. The offense fired
on all cylinders, accumulating 527
total yards and holding Earlham to
only 1 76 yards. r
Statistically, the Scots were a pic-
ture of perfection with an almost per-
fect balance of running and passing.
Rushing, the Scots accumulated 276
yards, while passing for 251 yards.
They picked up 12 first downs
through the air and 1 2 on the ground.
Of the Scots' seven touchdowns.
The Lady Scots are on a roll, defeating
Lake Erie won 15-- 7. That was the
wake up call that Wooster needed,
because in the fourth game the
Lady Scots finished Lake Erie off,
winning 15-- 2. As usual, Rearick
led the Lady Scots with 15 kills.
Head Coach Brenda Skeffington
continues to get impressive play out
of the freshling class. Shelley
Brown '02 followed Rearick with
eight kills and Jen Petkovsek 02
had six kills and 10 digs. Setter
Trisha Wiles '00 had six kills and
10 digs as well.
The second match of the day
turned out to be some of the best vol-
leyball Wooster has played this sea-
son. The Lady Scots were able to
three were on the ground and four
were through the air. Statistically,
it was nearly perfect.
"Our goal is to move the foot-
ball, Barnes said. "We want to
develop an offense that is not one
dimensional. We
are able to do that
because we have "We want
selfless players one
who have a great to do thatdeal of personal
pride. Personal have a
statistics aren t
important."
Defensively, the Scots were
able to keep the Quakers off the
board for most of the game, until
they added a late touchdown in
the fourth quarter.
"On defense we started the game
with three three-and-ou- ts in a row,"
Barnes said. "Even when the of-
fense fumbled the ball in our own
territory, the defense was able to
hold them to a field goal (attempt),
TT 7
to develop an offense that is not
dimensional, ' Barnes said "We are able
because we have selfless players who
great deal ofpersonalpride. "
and picked up 96 yards. Wanless
had a 54 yard touchdown run on a
draw play in the first half. Elser had
one touchdown, Wanless finished
with two.
Also seeing some playing time
were Sean Conway '01 and Kyle
Mueller '02. Conway carried the
ball seven times for 42 yards and
Mueller had five carries for 17
yards.
Lady Scots lose to Capital
Kirk Lapham
Staff Writer
Wooster's women's soccer team
faced three tough opponents this past
week. On Saturday, the Lady Scots
traveled to Walsh to face a team they
lost to last season. Walsh came out
strong in the first half, putting pres-
sure on Wooster's defense.
The Lady Scots managed to keep
Walsh from finding the back of the
net in the early attack and took con-
trol of the game at about the 20
minute mark of the first half.
Wooster generated several quality
scoring chances and finally broke
through with a goal by Leah Dwyer
'99 with only 30 seconds remain-
ing in the first half. The goal was
Dwyer's first of her college career
and one to remember for the for the
former goalkeeper;', ;;;
The Lady Scots came pyt ta the
second half and continued their suf-
focating defense. Walsh was not
able to create many good scoring
chances in the second half as
Wooster controlled the ball. The fi-
nal score of the game was 1-- 0. The
win improved Wooster's overall ,
record to 3-- 3 for the season.
On Sunday the Lady Scots re-
turned home to face an undefeated
Kalamazoo team who came into the
game ranked number one in the
north region and 12 in the nation.
fii bltfgi
Quarterback Rich Judd '99 had
another impressive day, complet-
ing 1 1 of 1 8 pass attempts for 167
yards and three touchdowns before
giving way to backup Justin
Abraham 01.. Abraham came in
and completed
five of seven at-
tempts for 84
yards, one touch-
down and one in-
terception. .
... Brandon Good
'99 led the team
with four recep-
tions for 69 yards and one touch-
down.
B.J. Soloman '00 and Reggie
Ray '00 both had three receptions
for 59 and 56 yards respectively
and one touchdown a piece.. .
The Scots head into their game
at Denison this week at 3-- 0 and 1- -0
in the NCAC. The Scots take on
a Denison team that is 1- -2 this year
and finished last season with an
Thursday, September 24, 1998
Kalamazoo created several good
scoring chances with their strong
play and the Lady Scots had trouble
clearing the ball.
Kalamazoo scored their first goal
15 minutes into the first half on a
well struck free kick that found the
top corner of the goal. Wooster
came back strong at the 30 minute
mark, creating four strong scoring
chances, but were unable to convert
any into a goal.
Head Coach David Brown felt
that if his team had been able to
score at this point in the game, the
momentum would have shifted in
Wooster's favor. Kalamazoo scored
their second goal with just. one
minute thirty seconds remaining in
the first half. The Lady Scots went
into the second half with a tall
mountain to climb against a nation-allMagke.6pponpn- f,iJ
r Tpe-Lad- y ,Scot defense kept the
team in the tain uv the game in the
second half along with goalkeeper
Jessica Critchlow '01 who, in Coach
Brown's words, "had an outstand-
ing game." Wooster's offense also
played a better second half and cre-
ated more pressure on Kalamazoo.
The Lady Scots finally broke
through 20 minutes into the second
half with a goal by Cori Keefe '02.
Please see WOMEN'S SOC-
CER, page 10
overall record of 4-- 6. Led by wide
reciever Ben Fortkamp, the Big
Red have shown explosive offen-
sive potential. But they have been
hampered by turnovers, giving the
ball away 12 times in three games.
Denison is Wooster's oldest ri-
val; Saturday will be the 73rd
meeting for the two teams. Over-
all, Dension holds the edge with a
record of 33-32- -7 but Saturday
will give the Septs a chance to
even the series, ,, lwr
,., "Denison is, a team we have a
long and storied rivalry with,"
Barnes said. "If they can take care
of the football, this could be a
good game.-- 1 think they know that
if they have any chance, they must
take care of the football." .
The Scots are ranked ninth in the
USA Football poll and, for some,
unexplainable reason, dropped
four spots in the Columbus Multi-
media poll, to number 14.
Crosscountry Field Hockey Football Men 's Soccer Women 's Soccer
Sat. Wooster Invitational 11 p.m. (H) Sat. Oneonta
rantn
State 2 p.m. (A) Sat. Denison 1:30 p.m. (A) ' Sat. Earlham 3:30 p.m. (A)
.
. SaL Earlham lpm. (A)
' P'"L
. Volleyball .. . ..... . , - -'V- ;-;
.
no matches scheduled '. - -- ' " .,.. ;- - V
